GALAXY SYSTEM DESIGN is a dimensional wall surfacing panel that works in multiples to create a continuous, sculptural wall. Panels interlock to ensure accurate panel-to-panel alignment and superior joint stability. Repeating panels accommodate areas of any size and can be easily trimmed on-site. Panel size (24” by 24”) is designed for less waste in off-cuts, easier handling, less costly shipping, and less crating waste. We are dedicated to the manufacture of smart products, and we strongly feel that if you’re going to cover a large surface area with a decorative material, it really should be durable.
Our Galaxy system is a simplicity itself; the pieces assembled through a creative play on form, colour and light, its fascination brought about by the astonishing surprise of the final effect it creates.

SPECIFICATION: Panels - standard technical parameters:
- width: 24”
- length: 24”
- thickness: from 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 inches
- weight: 15 lbs
- calibration of raw panels up to 2 mm
- our panels are made of a hard coat/gypsum/ pre-cast

CUSTOM LIT WALL PANEL DESIGNS:
Impact Lighting Inc. understands the unique challenges of lighting any surfaces.

SERVICE AND PRODUCT OFFERINGS:
- Lighting design for Galaxy System Design material
- Light design for environmental sustainability and LEED accreditation
- Custom LED lighting system specifically created for System Design material
- Final installation review and adjustments
Unlimited designs . . .
Unlimited possibilities.
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